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Ok, thanks for the explanations, I’ll go ahead and tell the browser to allow the site.  Talk to you later.

  -Carl

On 8/11/16, 4:28 PM, "Stephen Jordan" <stephen.jordan@nist.gov> wrote:

>Hi Carl,
>
>That message is because I used a self-signed certificate for the website
>because certificate authorities charge a significant amount of money
>(and indirectly because my requests for UMD to host the site were dealt
>with too slowly). What you should do is add the certificate to your
>browser's permanent list of accepted certificates. The warnings should
>no longer appear. Then if the certificate ever changes, and you get a
>warning message again, it could be a sign that hackers are spoofing the
>site, and only at that point should you be concerned. If that happens
>you should email me. (Of course, if you log in from a different computer
>that doesn't have the certificate stored you will get the warning again
>and it won't be cause for alarm.)
>
>Incidentally, I have taken effort to adhere to best-practices about
>salting and hashing passwords, etc. Nevertheless, as a generic
>precaution I recommend that you use a fresh password for this site,
>rather than reusing the password from your online bank account or something.
>
>Best regards,
>
>Stephen
>
>
>
>On 08/11/2016 04:17 PM, Miller, Carl A. (Fed) wrote:
>> Hi Stephen & Scott —
>>
>> Very interesting meeting today, I like the system you all have!  Just FYI: Safari (& Firefox) gives me a warning
message when I try to access www.qijc.org:
>>
>>    “Safari can’t verify the identity of the website www.qijc.org / The certificate for this website is invalid …"
>>
>>
>> That could just be my work computer being overly cautious, but I just wanted to let you know.  Talk to you next
week!
>>
>>    -Carl
>>
>> On 8/11/16, 1:35 PM, "Scott Glancy" <sglancy@nist.gov> wrote:
>>
>>> Carl,
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>>>
>>> We would love for you to join us.  The meeting starts at 1:00 Mountain
>>> Time or 3:00 Eastern Time.  My gmail address is scott.c.glancy@gmail,
>>> and my G+ profile is at:
>>> https://plus.google.com/u/0/104535490762314452625
>>>
>>> Please add me to one of your circles, and I will invite you to Hangout.
>>>
>>> You can find our web site at http://www.qijc.org.
>>>
>>> Scott
>>>
>>> On 08/11/2016 10:30 AM, Miller, Carl A. (Fed) wrote:
>>>> Hi Scott —
>>>>
>>>> Could you add me to the videoconference list for the journal club (and remind me of when it starts?).  Thanks!
>>>>
>>>> (I’m at QuICS today.)
>>>>
>>>>    -Carl
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> On 8/11/16, 11:41 AM, "Stephen Jordan" <stephen.jordan@nist.gov> wrote:
>>>>
>>>>> Hi Carl,
>>>>>
>>>>> If you want to participate in the journal club today, you should email
>>>>> Scott Glancy and he can add your gmail username to the invitation list
>>>>> for the videoconference. (You will need the googletalk plugin installed
>>>>> in your browser.) Or, if you are at NIST, you can join me in my office
>>>>> (222/B267) as I plan to join the videoconference from there this afternoon.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>>
>>>>> Stephen
>>>>>
>>>
>
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